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Abstract—In this paper, we develop an analytical method to deal with the timing performance in an optical clock extraction circuit based on stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS). Three kinds of SBS active filters are considered and their frequency-transfer functions are obtained under the assumption that pump depletion caused by SBS is negligible. When pump depletion is taken into account, an SBS active filter acts as a nonlinear filter. To investigate the timing performance at this situation, we introduce the concept of “dynamic frequency-transfer function” to describe its frequency-response property for a fixed-signal light and pump light. Using the obtained “frequency-transfer function,” we give analytical expressions for both root-mean-square (rms) phase jitter and rms amplitude jitter of the extracted optical clock, in which we have taken the impacts of SBS gain, pump light linewidth, optical pulse chirp, and pump detuning into account. Finally, a detailed numerical investigation on the timing performance for the three active filters is presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THERE is a growing demand for very-high-speed data transmission and processing systems, that exceed the speed limit of conventional electronic circuits. All-optical signal processing is the most promising scheme to achieve such system because of its potential of ultrahigh-speed response.

System synchronization is one of the serious problems in constructing all-optical signal processing systems, such as all-optical regenerative repeaters, all-optical time-division switching systems, and all-optical demultiplexers. In order to realize the system synchronization, an all-optical clock extraction circuit, which recovers a timing information from an incoming optical data stream and produces an optical clock without an intermediate electric stage is required.

Up to the present, several optical timing extraction techniques suitable for high-speed operations have been demonstrated, some examples include inject-locking of a mode-locked laser [1], [2], optical phase-lock loop (PLL) [3], [4], optical passive tank circuit based on Fabry–Perot resonator [5], [6], and optical active tank circuit based on stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) [7]–[9]. Each of these methods has advantages and drawbacks. For the mode-locked laser, high-quality clock can be recovered, however, when setting up the laser the cavity length must be tuned carefully. For optical PLL, extremely stable operation is obtainable but such a technique is very complex and more suitable for clock extraction at the frame rate. Compared with the previous two methods, optical passive tank circuit based on Fabry–Perot resonator has the advantages of ultrahigh-speed operation and simple configuration due to its passive structure. For this circuit, however, it is impossible to independently control the center frequency of each passband and the free-spectral range (FSR). Consequently, there exists a tradeoff between the carrier frequency control and the FSR variation of the resonator, also carrier frequency variation will introduce a phase wander in the extracted optical clock [10]. To overcome some of these drawbacks, an active optical tank circuit based on the comb-shaped gain spectrum generated by a Brillouin amplifier was proposed and demonstrated [7]–[9].

In [7], Kawamaki et al. use several continuous-wave (CW) lights with different center frequencies as pumps to amplify multiple clock-related line spectral components of the optical data signal. In their systems, the center frequency of each pump light can be tuned separately; as a result, absolute-gain band frequency and FSR can be independently controlled. In [8], Butler et al. directly use the comb spectral components of the signal light as the pump lights. In this scheme, the clock can be recovered in optical domain without the knowledge of the incoming data bit rate, moreover, it can also be used for multiwavelength all-optical clock recovery, as was shown in [9].

In this paper, we present an analytical study on the timing performance of the active optical tank circuit based on SBS. To our knowledge, this is the first time this issue is being dealt with. Through the classical parameter-coupling model of stimulated scattering, we find that an SBS active filter acts as a linear filter when pump depletion cased by SBS is negligible. Based on this, we obtain its frequency-transfer function. When pump depletion cased by SBS cannot be neglected, an SBS active filter becomes a nonlinear filter. To investigate the timing performance at this instance, we introduce the concept of “dynamic frequency-transfer function” to describe its frequency-response property for a fixed signal light and pump light. Then, by using the obtained “frequency-transfer function,” we give analytical expressions for both root mean square (rms) phase jitter and rms amplitude jitter of the extracted optical clock. Using these formulas, we present a detailed numerical investigation.
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on the impacts of SBS gain, SBS gain bandwidth, pump light linewidth, optical-pulse frequency chirp, and pump detuning on the timing performance.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted to the basic description of the principle of the active optical tank circuit. The derivation of the “frequency transfer function” for SBS active filter is given in Section III. In Section IV, we present the analytical expressions for rms phase jitter and rms amplitude jitter of the extracted optical clock. In Section V, we give the numerical results and discussions. The conclusions are presented in the last section.

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPTICAL ACTIVE TANK CIRCUIT

In general, the optical field of a random return to zero (RZ) intensity modulation (IM) data stream can be described as

\[ c(t) = \sum_{k=\text{infty}}^{\text{infty}} a_k u(t - kT_c) e^{2\pi j f_0 t} \] (1)

where \( u(t) \) represents the complex envelope of the optical pulse, \( T_c \) is data clock period, \( a_k \) takes the unipolar values 0, 1 with equal probability in the interval \([kT_c, (k + 1)T_c]\), and \( f_0 \) is the center frequency of the carrier. For simplicity, carrier phase noise and other optical noise are ignored. Using Fourier transformation, (1) can be expressed as

\[ c(t) = A(t) + B(t) \]

\[ A(t) = \sum_{k=-\text{infty}}^{\text{infty}} A_k \exp[j2\pi (f_0 + kf_c) t + \phi_k] \]

\[ B(t) = \int_{-\text{infty}}^{\text{infty}} B(p) \exp[j2\pi (f_0 + pf_c) t + \phi(p)] dp \]

\( (p \text{ is not an integer}) \) (2)

where \( f_c \) denotes the data clock frequency. It can be observed that the envelope of \( A(t) \) is periodic with frequency \( f_c \). This suggests that \( A(t) \) can be used as the clock signal. Note that \( A(t) \) [or \( B(t) \)] is a series (or integration) of optical frequency components, and they can be amplified or suppressed using nonlinear optical effects or optical devices. The passive optical tank circuit in [5] corresponds to the case that suppresses \( B(t) \) and the active optical tank circuit corresponds to another situation that amplifies multiple frequency components which are included in \( A(t) \) as shown in Fig. 1.

The Brillouin amplifier in optical fibers has a highly efficient nonlinear optical effect with which large gains can be achieved using a counter propagating pump light. The frequency of the Brillouin gain is lower than the pump light’s frequency, and this frequency offset is called Stokes shift. The Stokes shift is proportional to the pump light frequency given as [11]

\[ f_B = 2\nu_A f_0 \nu_A/c \] (3)

where \( n \) is the refractive index, \( \nu_A \) is the acoustic velocity, and \( f_p \) means the pump light frequency. In single-mode silica fibers at 1.55 \( \mu \text{m} \), \( f_B \) is approximately 11 GHz, and the Brillouin scattering line width is 10 to 100 MHz depending on the types of fiber [12]. In high-speed optical transmission systems that exceed 2 to 3 Gbs/s, the data stream’s spectrum is spread out much more than the Brillouin gain bandwidth, therefore, we can use the comb-pumped gain spectrum generated by several pump lights to selectively amplify multiple-frequency components which are included in \( A(t) \) as shown in Fig. 1.

In the reported demonstration experiments, the comb gain spectrum was obtained in three manners. The first method employs two independent CW lights as the pumps to generate gain spectrum at \( f_0 \) and \( f_0 + f_c \) [7]. The second method uses three line spectral components of a sinusoidal phase-modulated CW light as the pumps to amplify the signal spectral components at \( f_0 - f_c \), \( f_0 + f_c \) and \( f_0 + f_c \) [7]. The third method directly uses the line spectral components of the incoming signal as the pumps [8], [9].

For the preceding two methods, the CW lights are offset locked to the signal by automatic frequency control (AFC) (fixed-frequency offsets are utilized, for automatic modification of frequency offset is difficult), and the power of each pump is tunable. Note that Brillouin shift is dependent on pump light frequency, it is then immediate that both the signal light frequency variation and nonideal AFC will introduce pump detuning. If we use \( \Delta f_s \) to represent signal-light-frequency variation-induced pump detuning and \( \delta f \) express nonideal AFC-induced pump detuning, it is clear that \( \Delta f_s \) should be identical for all the pumps but \( \delta f \) is dependent on the configuration of SBS amplifier. For the first method, the two pumps are controlled independently, their detuning frequencies will be different. For the second method, three pumps are generated from one CW light, obviously they should have exactly the same detuning frequency.

The third method splits the incoming signal light into two unequal beams. The larger beam, named \( I_1(t) \), is used as the pump light; the other beam, named \( I_2(t) \), is modulated at a frequency which is identical to the Brillouin shift by a modulator, so that some of its energy is down-shifted to the Brillouin resonant frequency. Thus the comb gain spectrum generated by the line spectral components of \( I_1(t) \) can be utilized to amplify the corresponding down-shifted spectral components in \( I_2(t) \) (we
denote the down-shifted part as $I_d^2(t)$ hereafter). Unlike the previous two methods, it can be noted that the pumps have unequal powers and they cannot be controlled independently, in addition, the pump power will fluctuate with data pattern. Therefore, the basic requirement for this scheme is that the SBS amplifier must be fully saturated. If the amplifier is unsaturated, a small amount of noise can create substantial amplitude variation in the recovered clock because of the exponential nature of gain, besides, the baseband dc component in $I_d^2(t)$ will see much larger gain than the baseband clock components, as a result, the dc component in the recovered clock will be rather strong. However, when SBS amplifier is fully saturated, the baseband clock and dc components in $I_d^2(t)$ will see approximately the same gain. This can be shown as follows.

Let $I_p(z)$ express the optical intensity of a monochromatic CW pump and $I_s(z)$ denote the light intensity of the corresponding monochromatic CW signal. Assuming that the signal light is launched into the fiber at $z = 0$ and travels to the receiver at $z = L$ and the pump light is fed back down the fiber from the receiver, we have $dI_s(z)/dz = g_B I_p(z) I_s(z) - \alpha I_s(z)$ [13]. Here $\alpha$ is the attenuation constant and $g_B$ is the Brillouin-gain coefficient. When SBS gain is fully saturated, i.e., $d^2I_s(z)/dz^2|_{z=0} = 0$, we get $I_p(0) \rightarrow \alpha/g_B$ and we can give the saturated SBS power gain as

$$G_s \approx \left[ I_p(L) - \frac{\alpha}{g_B} \right] \frac{1}{I_s(0)} + 1. \tag{4}$$

Typically, we have $\alpha = 0.057$ (i.e., 0.25 dB), $g_B = 5 \times 10^{-11}$ m/W, and $A_{eff} = 50 \mu m^2$ ($A_{eff}$ denotes the effective core area of the fiber). Let $P_s(0) = I_s(0)/A_{eff}$, then it can been seen, so long as $P_s(0) > 0.0057$ mW, we get $\alpha/(g_B I_s(0)) < 10$. For successful clock extraction, $I_p(L)/I_s(0)$ should be much greater than 1, then we can directly write $G_s$ as $I_p(L)/I_s(0)$. In our optical tank circuit, $I_p(L)/I_s(0)$ is constant for various line spectral components in $I_d^2(t)$. It is obvious that those whose power is large enough will see equal gain. In the case when optical pulse chirp is not too large, or optical pulse is not too narrow, only baseband dc and harmonics of the first order have enough power to obtain a large gain. Therefore, we can deal with it as a three-pump clock extraction.

Unlike the previous two schemes, this circuit does not need AFC, moreover, it is bit-transparent. For this scheme, however, signal-light frequency variation will also introduce pump detuning if the modulation frequency $f_B$ used to down-shift the signal light is designed to be a fixed value. In addition, there exist an inherent pump depletion in such a circuit. Note that the three pumps have frequencies of $f_0 - f_c$, $f_0$, and $f_0 + f_c$, and accordingly the down-shifted signal light have line spectral components of $f_0 - f_c - f_B$, $f_0 - f_B$, and $f_0 + f_c - f_B$. It is easily seen that at most only one pump can be tuned to be the ideal value of frequency. Usually, we set $f_B$ as the Stokes shift of the pump at frequency $f_0$.

Fig. 2(a)–(c) gives the schematic illustration of the gain spectrum profiles for the three methods, respectively, where solid lines denote the cases without pump detuning and the dashed lines denote the cases with pump detuning. In Fig. 2(a) and (b), pump depletion is neglected and each pump is assumed to have equal power. In Fig. 2(c), the SBS gain is assumed to be fully saturated.

### III. Frequency-Transfer Function of SBS Active Filter

In the previous section, we have shown that pump detuning is inevitable for an SBS active optical tank circuit. Note that...
this circuit cannot suppress undesirable frequency components $B(t)$ in (2), unlike the ordinary cavity, therefore, $B(t)$ will impose a detrimental impact on the extracted optical clock with finite Brillouin gain. In addition, the nonzero gain width, pump-light linewidth, and signal-light linewidth may also degrade the timing performance. To investigate their impact, we need to know the frequency-transfer function of this circuit.

A. Without Pump Depletion

Let us consider an SBS amplifier with only one pump. Similarly to the above section, we assume that the signal light is launched into the fiber at $z = 0$ and travels to the receiver at $z = L$ and the pump light is fed back down the fiber from the receiver. Here we take the pump linewidth into account, but still neglect the signal-light linewidth, also, we assume that the pump depletion caused by stimulated light scattering is negligible. Following the classical parametric-coupling model of stimulated scattering [14], we obtain the following two coupled equations:

\[
\frac{\partial E_s(z)}{\partial z} = -\left(jK_1K_2 \phi_p(z) \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{P(f_p)}{\Delta\Omega - j\Gamma} df_p + \frac{\alpha}{2}\right) E_s(z)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \phi_p(z)}{\partial z} = \alpha \phi_p(z)
\]

(5)

(6)

where $E_s(z)$ is the slowly varying amplitude of the Stokes field, and $\phi_p(z)$ denotes the intensity of the pump light. The frequency-dependent denominator in (5) is a consequence of Kramers–Kronig dispersion relations [14]. $\Gamma^{-1}$ is the acoustic phonon lifetime resulting in a spontaneous Brillouin scattering linewidth of $\Delta \nu_{SB} = 2 \Gamma$ [full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), in hertz]. $P(f_p)$ denotes the power spectral density of the pump light source and $K_1$ and $K_2$ are coupling constants given by

\[
K_1 = K_2 \frac{\rho_0 n_e^2 \varepsilon_0}{2 \eta A}
\]

\[
K_2 = \frac{n_e^2 \rho_2 f_s}{2 \eta c} (\varepsilon_p, \varepsilon_s)
\]

(7)

(8)

where $\rho_0$ is the average material density, $n$ is the refractive index, $\varepsilon_0$ is the free-space permittivity, $\eta$ is the acoustic velocity, $\rho_2$ is the longitudinal elastic-optic coefficient, and $c$ is the vacuum speed of light. The unit vectors $\varepsilon_p$ and $\varepsilon_s$ are in the directions of the optical fields. The factor $\Delta \Omega = f_p - f_s - f_B$ describes the detuning from the SBS gain line center, where $f_p$, $f_s$, and $f_B$ denote the pump-light frequency, signal-light frequency, and the Stokes shift, respectively. $f_B$ is related to $f_p$ as (3). From (5) and (6), we obtain

\[
E_s(L) = E_s(0) \exp \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( g_{Bo} I_p(L) L e^{-\frac{\alpha}{2}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{p(f_p)}{\Delta \Omega^2 + 1/\Gamma^2} df_p - \alpha L \right) \right] \cdot \frac{1}{2} \left( \Delta \Omega \frac{p(f_p)}{\Delta \Omega^2 + 1/\Gamma^2} - \alpha L \right)
\]

(9)

where $g_{Bo}$ is the Brillouin-gain coefficient at the line center

\[
g_{Bo} = \frac{2K_1K_2 \sqrt{r}}{\Gamma}
\]

(10)

$r$ is the integrated average of $(\varepsilon_p, \varepsilon_s)^2$ and takes the value of $2/3$ for long lengths of nonpolarization-preserving fiber and 1 for polarization preserving fiber [15]. $L_e$ is the effective interaction length, given as $L_e = [1 - \exp(-\alpha L)]/\alpha$, and $\Phi$ (radians) represents the nonlinear phase shift

\[
\Phi = \frac{g_{Bo} I_p(L) L_e \Gamma}{2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{\Delta \Omega P(f_p)}{\Delta \Omega^2 + 1/\Gamma^2} df_p,
\]

(11)

From the above, it is clear that an SBS amplifier (without pump depletion) can be viewed as a linear time-invariable filter and its frequency transfer function can be easily derived from (9). Then, we can get the baseband frequency transfer function for optical tank circuit with two pumps and three pumps as

\[
\tilde{H}(f) = \sum_{k=0}^{1} H_k(f - kf_c - \Delta f_k) + 1
\]

(12)

\[
H_k(f) = \sum_{k=-1}^{1} H_k(f - kf_c - \Delta f_k) + 1
\]

(13)

respectively, where

\[
H_k(f) = \exp \left[ \frac{g_{Bo} I_k L_e \Gamma}{2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{p_k^2(f_p)}{f_p^2 - f^2 + 1/\Gamma^2} \cdot [\Gamma^2 - j\Gamma(f_p - f)] df_p \right] - 1.
\]

(14)

$\Delta f_k$, $I_k$, and $P_k^0(f_p)$ denote the pump detuning, the initial pump light intensity, and the baseband power spectral density, corresponding to the $k$th-pump light source. In the above three equations, the loss term $\exp(-\alpha L/2)$ has been ignored, since it has no impact on the timing performance apart from the power loss.

B. With Pump Depletion

Now let us consider the case when pump depletion by SBS cannot be neglected. In this situation, the SBS gain depends not only on pump light but also on signal light and the SBS amplifier acts as a nonlinear filter. Strictly speaking, the concept of frequency transfer function is unsuitable for a nonlinear system. To investigate the timing performance in such a case, we introduce a concept of “dynamic frequency transfer function.” Let $E_s^{out}(f)$, $E_s^{out}(f)$ represent the frequency-domain expressions of the input signal field and the output signal field, respectively, then we define the function $H_d(f) = E_s^{out}(f)/E_s^{in}(f)$ as “dynamic frequency transfer function.” To obtain $H_d(f)$, we divide the fiber length into a number of segments of width $l$ as shown in Fig. 3. Within a segment, we can neglect pump depletion and take pump intensity as the value in the middle. For one-pump Brillouin amplifier, assuming that the pump-light linewidth is negligible, based on (9) and through an iterative process, we can obtain

\[
E_s^{out}(f) = E_s^{in}(f) \exp \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( g_{Bo} I_p(L) \frac{(\Gamma^2 - j\Gamma \Delta \Omega)}{\Delta \Omega^2 + 1/\Gamma^2} - \alpha L \right) \right] \]

(15)
Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of a split-step method used for “dynamic frequency transfer function” deduction. $I_p(n)$ is the pump light intensity at the middle of the $n$th segment.

where

$$I_e = \sum_{n=1}^{m} \frac{l_e}{L} |I_p(n)|^2$$

$$\Delta \Omega = f_p - f_B, I_e = (1 - \exp(-\alpha L))/\alpha$$, and $I_p(n)$ denotes the pump light intensity in the middle of the $n$th segment. Note that (15) can be obtained directly from (9) by replacing $I_p(L)$ with $I_e$ in the case of negligible pump linewidth. Hence, $I_e$ can be viewed as the effective pump optical intensity. When the number of segments $m$ is very large, we have $I_e \approx l$ and the sum in (16) becomes an integration

$$I_e = \int_0^L \frac{I_p(z)}{I_e} dz.$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Note that in our optical tank circuit $\tilde{E}_{\text{in}}^\text{in}(f)$ consists of a continuous spectral component and a line spectral component (corresponding to one pump). So long as the pump detuning is not too large, the impact of the continuous spectral component on the pump depletion is negligible. In this case, $I_p(z)$ can be obtained analytically [13] as

$$I_p(z) = \frac{(1-b)I_p(L)}{\Pi(z,b)-b} \exp(-\alpha L + \alpha z)$$

where

$$\Pi(z,b) = \exp \left\{ \frac{1}{\alpha} \left[ 1 - \exp(-\alpha L + \alpha z) \right] \right\}$$

$$b = I_p(L)/I_p(L)$$

$$g_B(\Delta f) = \frac{g_{\text{B}}(f)}{\Delta f_{\text{B}}^2 + f^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

In the above equations, $\Delta f$ denotes the pump detuning and $I_p(L)$ expresses the intensity of the output signal light line spectral component. Let $d = I_p(0)/I_p(L)$ ($I_p(0)$ is the intensity of the input signal light spectral component). Thus $b$ is the solution of

$$d = \frac{(1-b)b}{\Pi(0,b)-b} \exp(-\alpha L).$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

From the above discussion, we can see that $I_e$ is dependent not only on input pump-light intensity, but also on input signal-light intensity and pump detuning. For a given signal-light and pump-light intensity, we can write $I_e$ as a function of pump detuning, i.e., $I_e(\Delta f)$. Consequently, we can give the baseband form of the “dynamic frequency transfer function” for optical tank circuit with two pumps and three pumps as

$$\tilde{H}_d(f) = \sum_{k=-1}^{1} H_k^f(f - kf_c - \Delta f_k, \Delta f_k) + 1$$

and

$$\tilde{H}_d(f) = \sum_{k=0}^{1} H_k^f(f - kf_c - \Delta f_k, \Delta f_k) + 1$$

respectively, where

$$H_k^f(f, \Delta f) = \exp \left[ \frac{g_{\text{B}}(f)L^2}{2(f^2 + \Gamma f)} \right] - 1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

Here $k$ denotes the case corresponding to the $k$th pump.

When SBS gain is fully saturated, the calculation for $\tilde{H}_d^f(\Delta f)$ can be simplified. Let $\tilde{C}_k^f$ express the saturated power gain obtained by the corresponding signal line spectral component, thus

$$\tilde{H}_d^f(\Delta f) = \ln \left( \tilde{C}_k^f \right) \frac{g_{\text{B}}(f)L^2}{\Delta f_k^2 + \Gamma^2}$$

where $\ln(\cdot)$ means natural logarithm.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Let $E_0(t)$ and $E_0(t)$ express the baseband form of the input-signal optical field and the output-signal optical field of the SBS active optical tank circuit, respectively, then $E_0(t)$ can be expressed as

$$E_0(t) = E_0(t) \otimes h(t) = \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} a_k u(t - kT_c) \otimes h(t)$$

where $h(t)$ is the temporal response of $\tilde{H}_d(f)$ (or $\tilde{H}(f)$) and $\otimes$ denotes convolution integration.

A. rms Phase Jitter

1) With Three Pumps: In the case when three pumps are used (corresponding to the second and the third methods in Section II), $E_0(t)$ can be written as

$$E_0(t) = E_0(t) \otimes \left[ I_p(t) \exp[2\pi f_c t + \Delta f_k \exp[j2\pi(f_c + \Delta f_k) t] \right]$$

$$+ h(-1(t) \exp[-j2\pi(f_c - \Delta f_{-1}) t] + \delta(t))$$

$$+ B_0(t) \exp[jh(t) + B_1(t) \exp[j(2\pi f_c t + \theta(t))]$$

$$+ B_{-1}(t) \exp[-j2\pi f_c t + \theta(t)]) + E_0(t)$$

where $h_0(t)$ is the temporal response of $H_k^f(f, \Delta f_k)$ if pump linewidth is neglected. $B_0(t)$, $B_{-1}(t)$, $\theta(t)$, and $\theta_{-1}(t)$ are real random functions.
When SBS gain is large enough, the last term in (29) is small compared to the first three terms and its contribution to phase jitter is negligible. Mathematically, we can write $B(t), B_0(t), B_{-1}(t), \theta_1(t), \theta_0(t), \text{ and } \theta_{-1}(t)$ as

\[
B_1(t) = B_1 + \Delta B(t)
\]

\[
B_0(t) = B_0 + \Delta B_0(t)
\]

\[
B_{-1}(t) = B_{-1} + \Delta B_{-1}(t)
\]

\[
\theta_1(t) = \theta_1 + \Delta \theta_1(t)
\]

\[
\theta_0(t) = \theta_0 + \Delta \theta_0(t)
\]

\[
\theta_{-1}(t) = \theta_{-1} + \Delta \theta_{-1}(t)
\]

and

\[
\theta_1(t) = \theta_1 + \Delta \theta_1(t)
\]

where $B_1, B_0, B_{-1}, \theta_1, \theta_0, \text{ and } \theta_{-1}$ are the statistical average of $B_1(t), B_0(t), B_{-1}(t), \theta_1(t), \theta_0(t), \text{ and } \theta_{-1}(t)$, respectively. Let $U(f)$ expresses the Fourier transform of $u(t)$, then it is easy to get that

\[
B_1 = \frac{1}{\pi} \int [U(f)e^j\vartheta_0 + \Delta \vartheta_1] H_1^e(-\Delta f_1, \Delta f_1)
\]

\[
B_0 = \frac{1}{\pi} \int [U(0)e^j\vartheta_0 + \Delta \vartheta_0] H_0^e(-\Delta f_0, \Delta f_0)
\]

\[
B_{-1} = \frac{1}{\pi} \int [U(-f)\Delta f_{-1}^e(-\Delta f_{-1}, \Delta f_{-1})]
\]

\[
\theta_0 = \text{arg}\{U(0)e^j\vartheta_0 + \Delta \vartheta_0\}
\]

\[
\theta_1 = \text{arg}\{U(f)e^j\vartheta_1 + \Delta \vartheta_1\}
\]

\[
\theta_{-1} = \text{arg}\{U(-f)\Delta f_{-1}^e(-\Delta f_{-1}, \Delta f_{-1})\}
\]

As a result, (29) can be rewritten as

\[
|E_0(t)|^2 = \left[ B_0 + 2B_1 \cos \left(2\pi f_c t + \frac{\theta_1(t) - \theta_{-1}(t)}{2}\right) \right]^2
\]

\[
+ \text{small term. (31)}
\]

It can be observed that $[\theta_1(t) - \theta_{-1}(t)]/2$ just characterizes the phase of the extracted optical clock. When pump linewidth is taken into account but neglecting pump depletion, (31) is still valid so long as all the pumps have equal powers.

Next we consider the case when pump lights are generated directly from the signal. In this situation, we have $\Delta f_0 = \Delta f_s, \Delta f_1 = \Delta f_s - \delta f, \delta f$, and $\Delta f_{-1} = \Delta f_s + \delta f$ (where $\delta f$ is the inherent pump detuning and $\Delta f_s$ is signal-carrier-frequency variation-induced detuning). Assume that the gain–length product of the SBS amplifier is large enough to make SBS gain tend to be saturated even when pump detuning is relatively large. From (25) and (26), we can get $B_1, B_0, B_{-1}, \theta_1, \theta_0, \text{ and } \theta_{-1}$ as

\[
B_k = \frac{f_c}{\pi} \int U(kf_c)|G_s|^k (k = 1, 0, -1)
\]

\[
\theta_k = \frac{\Delta f_k}{\pi} \ln|G_s| + \text{arg}\{U(kf_c)\} (k = 1, 0, -1).
\]

From Section II we know that $G_s^1 = G_s^0 = G_s^{-1}$, and it is immediate that (30) and (31) are still valid for this case.

Thus the normalized rms phase jitter for both cases can be expressed as

\[
\sigma_J = \frac{1}{f_c} \sqrt{\text{statistical average}} (\Delta \theta_1(t) - \Delta \theta_{-1}(t))^2
\]

\[
(34)
\]

where $\text{statistical average}$ is statistical average. From (28), we get

\[
B_1(\cos(2\pi f_c t + \Delta \vartheta_1(t)))
\]

\[
= \text{Re}\{E_1(t) \otimes (h_1(t) \exp[2\pi jf_c(t) + \Delta f_1])e^{-j\vartheta_1}\}
\]

\[
(35)
\]

\[
B_{-1}(\cos(2\pi f_c t - \Delta \vartheta_1(t))
\]

\[
= \text{Re}\{E_1(t) \otimes (h_{-1}(t) \exp[-2\pi jf_c(t) - \Delta f_{-1}]f) e^{j\vartheta_{-1}}\}
\]

\[
(36)
\]

where $\text{Re}\{\}$ means the real part of $\{\}$. At the time instant $t_n = (2n + 1)/f_c$ ($n$ is an integer), we have

\[
B_1(t_n) \sin(\Delta \vartheta_1(t_n))
\]

\[
= \text{Re}\{E_1(t) \otimes (h_1(t) \exp[2\pi jf_c + \Delta f_1])e^{-j\vartheta_1}\}
\]

\[
(37)
\]

\[
B_{-1}(t) \sin(\Delta \vartheta_{-1}(t))
\]

\[
= \text{Re}\{(E_1(t) \otimes (h_{-1}(t) \exp[-2\pi jf_c + \Delta f_{-1}]f) e^{j\vartheta_{-1}})\}
\]

\[
(38)
\]

Note that $\Delta \vartheta_1(t_n)$ and $\Delta \vartheta_{-1}(t_n)$ are very small and it is clear that $\sin(\Delta \vartheta_1(t_n)) \approx \Delta \vartheta_1(t_n)$ and $\sin(\Delta \vartheta_{-1}(t_n)) \approx \Delta \vartheta_{-1}(t_n)$. Then we get

\[
\Delta \vartheta_1(t_n) = \Delta \vartheta_{-1}(t_n)
\]

\[
\approx -\frac{1}{B_1} \text{Re}\{E_1(t) \otimes (h_1(t) \exp[2\pi jf_c + \Delta f_1(1)])e^{-j\vartheta_1}\}
\]

\[
- \frac{1}{B_{-1}} \text{Re}\{E_1(t) \otimes (h_{-1}(t) \exp[-2\pi jf_c + \Delta f_{-1}]f) e^{j\vartheta_{-1}}\}
\]

\[
(39)
\]
Thus it is easy to obtain
\[
\sigma_f = \frac{1}{4\pi} \sqrt{D_1 + D_2 + D_3} \\
D_1 = \frac{f_c \{ PP_1(0) - |P_1(2f_c)| \cos(\theta_1 - 2\theta_1) \}}{8B_1^2} \\
D_2 = \frac{f_c \{ PP_1(0) - |P_1(2f_c)| \cos(\theta_1 - 2\theta_1) \}}{8B_1^2} \\
D_3 = \frac{f_c \{ |PQ(0)| \cos(\varphi_q - \theta_1 + \theta_0) \}}{4B_1B_0} \\
\]
\[
\frac{f_c \{ |PQ(0)| \cos(\varphi_q - \theta_1 + \theta_0) \}}{4B_1B_0} \\
\]
\[
\text{where} \\
Q_1(f) = U(f)H_1^4(f - f_c - \Delta f_1, \Delta f_1) \\
Q_{-1}(f) = U(f)H_1^4(f + f_c - \Delta f_{-1}, \Delta f_{-1}) \\
P_1(f) = Q_1(f) \odot Q_1(f) \\
P_{-1}(f) = Q_{-1}(f) \odot Q_{-1}(f) \\
PP_{1}(f) = Q_{1}(f) \odot Q_{-1}(f) \\
PP_{-1}(f) = Q_{-1}(f) \odot Q_{1}(f) \\
PG(f) = Q_1(f) \odot Q_{-1}(f) \\
\varphi_1 = \arg[P_1(2f_c)] \\
\varphi_{-1} = \arg[P_{-1}(2f_c)] \\
\varphi_q = \arg[PQ(0)] \\
\text{and} \\
\varphi_G = \arg[PG(2f_c)]. \\
\]
\[
2) \text{With Two Pumps: In the case when two independent CW lights are used as the pumps, the optical intensity of the extracted clock is given as} \\
|E_0(t)|^2 = B_0^2(t) + B_0^2(t) + 2B_0(t)B_0(t) \cos(2\pi f_c t + \theta_1(t) - \theta_0(t)). (41) \\
\]
We can see that \(\theta_1(t) - \theta_0(t)\) characterizes the clock phase. Based on similar deduction as given above, the normalized rms phase jitter is given by
\[
\sigma_f = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{D_1 + D_0 + D_3} \\
D_0 = f_c \{ PP_0(0) - |P_0(0)| \cos(\theta_1 - 2\theta_1) \} \\
\frac{f_c \{ PP_0(0) - |P_0(0)| \cos(\theta_1 - 2\theta_1) \}}{8B_0^2} \\
D_3 = \frac{f_c \{ |PQ(0)| \cos(\varphi_q - \theta_1 + \theta_0) \}}{4B_1B_0} \\
\text{and} \\
\varphi_q = \arg[PQ(0)] \\
\]
\[
\sigma_f = f_c \sqrt{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} S_f(f) df} \\
\]
\[
\text{respectively.} \\
\]
\[
\text{Theoretically, the power spectral density of the extracted optical clock can be calculated as long as the frequency-transfer function of the optical tank circuit is known. Let } S_f(f) \text{ express the obtained continuous power spectral density component of the extracted optical clock, and } \sum_{n=\infty}^{\infty} S_f(nf_c) \delta(f - nf_c) \text{ express the discrete power spectral density component. Using (44)–(46) } \sigma_A \text{ is given as} \\
\sigma_A = \sqrt{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} S_f(f) df - \sum_{n=\infty}^{\infty} 4\pi^2 n^2 \sigma_A^2 S_f(nf_c)} \\
\text{According to classical Weiner theorem [18], the power spectral density of the extracted clock can be expressed as} \\
S_f(f) = FT \left[ \left[ \frac{T_c}{\eta^2} \int_{-T_c/2}^{T_c/2} R_{f,t}(t,\tau) dt \right] \right] \\
\text{where } R_{f,t}(t,\tau) \text{ means the autocorrelation function of } I_c(t) \text{ and } FT \left[ \right] \text{ means the Fourier transform. Let } \eta = f/f_c, \text{ then}
the power spectral density is approximately given as

\[
S_d(\eta f) \approx \frac{\pi}{16} \sum_{k_1=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{k_2=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{k_3=-\infty}^{\infty} Y(k_2, k_1) \\
\times Y(k_3, -k_2, \eta - k_1) \\
+ \frac{\pi}{16} \sum_{k_1=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{k_2=-\infty}^{\infty} \left\{ Y^*(k_2 - \eta, k_1) Y(k_2, k_1) \\
+ Y(k_2 + \eta, k_1) Y^*(k_2, k_1) \\
+ Y^*(-k_2 - \eta) Y^{*}(k_1 + k_2, \eta) \\
+ Y(-k_2, \eta) Y(k_1 + k_2, -\eta) \right\}
\]  

\hspace{4cm} (49)

The deduction process and the auxiliary functions of (49) are given in the Appendix. Based on (47), (49), and the value of \( \sigma_f \), we can obtain \( \sigma_A \).

V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

To numerically investigate the timing performance of the active optical tank circuit, we assume that the incoming optical data pulses have Gaussian profiles

\[
U(t) = \exp\left( -\frac{(1 + jC)}{2} \frac{t_0^2}{T_0^2} \right)
\]  

\hspace{4cm} (50)

where \( C \) is the linear chirp parameter, \( T_0 \) is the half width at the 1/e point. In this paper, we take \( T_0 = T_c/(6\sqrt{\ln(2)}) \), corresponding to 1/3 time slot width (FWHM). In addition, we choose the Brillouin scattering line width \( \Delta \nu_B = 34 \) MHz and assume that all the pump lights have the same linewidth (denoted as \( \Delta \nu_p \) hereafter) and spectral profile. When there is no pump detuning (i.e., \( \Delta f_k = 0 \)), we assume that all the pump lights generate the same gain spectrum profile with an equal line-center power gain \( G_A \). Naturally, if pump depletion is negligible, the gain spectrum profiles for various pumps will still be identical (apart from the frequency translation) even with pump detuning. When pump detuning occurs but SBS gain is fully saturated, we assume that the saturated power gains obtained by all the needed signal line spectral components are identical and use \( G_s \) to express it.

A. The Impacts of SBS Gain

Fig. 4 gives the calculated power gain bandwidth as a function of \( G_A \). Fig. 5(a) and (b) gives the calculated rms phase jitter \( \sigma_f \) and rms amplitude jitter \( \sigma_A \) against \( G_A \) for various signal bit rates, respectively, where we have assumed that \( C = 0, \Delta f_k = 0, \) and \( \Delta \nu_p \approx 0. \) From (40) and (42), we can find that, for a given \( G_A, \sigma_f \) should be identical for both cases when two pumps and three pumps are used so long as \( \Delta f_k = 0. \) This is the reason why we only give three curves in Fig. 5(a).

From Fig. 5, we can observe that both \( \sigma_f \) and \( \sigma_A \) reduce as SBS gain goes up. However, we can see that the value of \( \sigma_f \) can be very small for various values of \( G_A, \) but the value of \( \sigma_A \) can be very large if \( G_A < 20 \) dB (this effect is more serious for a two-pump circuit), moreover, \( \sigma_A \) takes almost the same value for different signal bit rates at a relatively small value of \( G_A. \) This is easy to understand, since this circuit cannot suppress the undesirable frequency component \( B(t) \) in (2). When \( G_A \) is relatively small, the amplitude noise that comes from the continuous spectral component outside the gain bandwidth can
The impact of pump-light linewidth

Fig. 6(a) and (b) gives the calculated $\sigma_f$ and $\sigma_A$ against $\exp(\mathrm{g}_{\text{PL}}L_{\text{c}})$ for various values of $\Delta f_p$ (Lorentzian spectral profile is assumed), respectively. Here we have assumed that pump depletion is negligible and used $I_p$ to express the initial pump light intensity. It can be observed that both $\sigma_f$ and $\sigma_A$ increase as $\Delta f_p$ goes up. This is easy to understand, since the increase of $\Delta f_p$ will lead to an expansion in SBS gain bandwidth and a deduction in line-center gain.

The impacts of optical pulse chirp

During the process of obtaining (31), we have made an assumption that optical pulse chirp should be relatively small to ensure that $\arg[U(f_c)] - \arg[U(0)]$ remains small. In fact, even for large chirp, $\arg[U(f_c)] - \arg[U(0)]$ can still be small (for $C = 0.2$, 2, and 5, $\arg[U(f_c)] - \arg[U(0)]$ is estimated to be 0.044, 0.178, and 0.0855 rad, respectively). However, when the chirp is large, the spectrum of the optical pulse will broaden in a considerable degree and result in $B_0 < 2B_0$ (when optical pulse is very narrow, we have a similar result), thus a sidelobe will occur in the extracted optical clock pulse as shown in Fig. 7(a).
For two-pump clock extraction, we can see from (41) that the chirp will not introduce distortion of the clock pulse but will introduce an extra phase shift (equal to \(\arg[U(f_c)] - \arg[U(0)]\)) in the extracted optical clock. Our calculations also show that the introduction of optical pulse chirp will lead to an increase in rms phase jitter as shown in Fig. 7(b) (down-chirp has the same result as up-chirp), but impose nearly no impact on rms amplitude jitter.

**D. The Impacts of Pump Detuning**

To investigate the influence of pump detuning on timing performance, we assume \(\Delta \nu_p \approx 0\) and choose \(C = 0.2\).

1) Two Pumps with Two CW Lights: For the case that two-pump clock extraction with two independent CW lights, we have \(\Delta f_0 = \Delta f_s + df_0\) and \(\Delta f_1 = \Delta f_s + df_1\) as shown in Fig. 2. From (11) and (41), it is clear that unequal pump detuning will introduce an extra phase shift in the extracted optical clock. Due to the random nature of \(df_0\) and \(df_1\), this is equivalent to introducing a phase jitter, and implies that we need to control \(df_0\) and \(df_1\) to a rather small level. Typically, for negligible pump depletion and \(G_A = 30\) db, if we want the extra phase shift to be less than 0.1 rad, \([df_0]\) and \([df_1]\) must be lower than 0.25 MHz.

Now we turn to timing performance under systematic noise limit. Due to the smallness of \(df_0\) and \(df_1\), we can write \(\Delta f_0 \approx \Delta f_s\) and \(\Delta f_1 \approx \Delta f_s\). Figs. 8 and 9 give the calculated results. When pump depletion is neglected, we can see that \(\sigma_J\) increase definitely with pump detuning for various SBS gains. However, this is not always true for the case that SBS gain is fully saturated. From Fig. 8(b) we can see that, when \(G_s\) is relatively small, \(\sigma_A\) will reduce as \(\Delta f_s\) increase so long as \(\Delta f_s\) is within a critical value \(\Delta f_s^c\). Note that \(\Delta f_s^c\) is dependent on \(G_s\). For example, while \(G_s = 20, 30, \) and \(40\) db, the corresponding \(\Delta f_s^c\) is estimated to be 7.5, 2.5, and 0 MHz, respectively. Unlike \(\sigma_A\), we can see from Fig. 9 that the function curve of \(\sigma_J\) is asymmetrical, and the minimum value of \(\sigma_J\) does not occur at the point of \(\Delta f_s = 0\) when \(G_s < 40\) db for both cases. Especially, we can see that the smaller \(G_s\) is, the smaller the minimum value of \(\sigma_J\) becomes.

Our calculation also shows that, so long as \([\Delta f_s] < 7.5\) MHz, \(\sigma_A < 0.1\) and \(\sigma_J < 0.01\) are obtainable (systematic noise limit). This implies that such a tank circuit can accept a carrier frequency variation of \(\pm 130\) GHz (based on (3) when \(\Delta f_s = 5960\) ms\(^{-1}\)).

2) Three Pumps with One CW Light: For the case when three pumps are generated through a phase-modulated CW light, we have \(\Delta f_0 = \Delta f_1 = \Delta f_s\). The impact of pump detuning on \(\sigma_A\) is similar to the case when two pumps are used, as shown in Fig. 8. Calculations have shown that, if we require \(\sigma_A < 0.1\), the acceptable carrier-frequency variation also need to be within \(\pm 130\) GHz. The impact of pump detuning on \(\sigma_J\) is shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b), where we have taken \(f_c = 10\) GHz. We can see the curves are exactly symmetric and the minimum value of \(\sigma_J\) always occurs at the point of \(\Delta f_0 = 0\) for various values of SBS gain. It is worth noting that the minimum value of \(\sigma_J\) decreases monotonously as SBS gain increases, this is different from the case where two pumps are used. From Fig. 10(b) we can also observe that, for the case when SBS gain is fully saturated, \(\sigma_J\) does not vary monotonously with pump detuning when \(G_s\) is large. For example, while \(G_s = 40\) db, we can observe that there exist three valley points occurring at \(\Delta f_0 = 0, 12,\) and \(-12\) MHz, respectively. This can be supposed to be the impact
Fig. 10. Influence of pump detuning on rms phase jitter of the extracted clock for the case when three pumps are generated through a phase-modulated CW light. (a) Pump depletion is neglected. (b) SBS gain is fully saturated.

of the nonlinear phase shift $\Phi$, since it is not limited to $\pm \pi/2$ as in the case of a linear single-pole tuned electronic amplifier. For example, for $G_s = 40$ dB, when $\Delta f_0 = 0, 11.5,$ and $11.5$ MHz, the nonlinear phase shift of the related signal line spectral components are estimated to be $0, 0.73\pi$, and $-0.73\pi$, respectively.

Unlike the two-pump clock extraction scheme, we can see that AFC requirement on this scheme is less severe ($7.5$ MHz). However, its operating speed is limited by the electrical phase modulator.

3) Three Pumps Without Extra CW Light: As we know from the previous sections, in the case when pump lights are obtained directly from the signal, pump detuning $\delta f$ includes two parts: inherent pump detuning and signal carrier-frequency variation-introduced detuning $\Delta f_s$. Note that $\delta f$ is uniquely dependent on the signal bit rate ($\delta f \approx 5.7 \times 10^{-5} f_c$), therefore, we present the function curves of $\sigma_A$ and $\sigma_J$ against signal bit rate as shown in Fig. 11. It is worth noting that both $\sigma_A$ and $\sigma_J$ do not vary with signal bit rate monotonously, and multiple valley points occur in a curve. However, we can see that, when signal bit rate is above 300 Gbs/s, even $\Delta f_s = 0$, the value of $\sigma_A$ will be greater than 0.1 and $\sigma_J$ will be greater than 0.01 (though $\sigma_J$ can be smaller by taking a small value of $G_s$, however, this will result in a degradation in $\sigma_A$). Consequently, the maximum operational rate is limited by the inherent pump detuning. From Fig. 11(b) and (d) we can also find that the acceptable signal carrier frequency variation is dependent on the signal bit rate. For $f_c = 10, 100,$ and 300 Gbs/s, if we require $\sigma_A < 0.1$ and $\sigma_J < 0.01$, the allowable maximum carrier frequency variations are estimated to be $\pm 130$ GHz, $\pm 100$ GHz, and $\pm 18$ GHz, respectively. This also implies that, if we use such a scheme for multiwavelength clock extraction, the allowable maximum wavelength span can be 3.1 nm. Such a result agrees with the experiment in [9]. In fact, we can also increase the wavelength span by choosing a fiber with a larger SBS scattering linewidth.

Finally, we should point out that, the inherent pump detuning will introduce an extra phase shift $(\ln(G_s)\delta f/\Gamma)$ in the extracted clock.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have developed an analytical method to deal with the timing performance in an optical clock extraction circuit based on SBS. Three kinds of SBS active filters are considered and their frequency-transfer functions are obtained under the assumption that pump depletion caused by SBS is negligible. When pump depletion is taken into account, an SBS active filter acts as a nonlinear filter. To investigate the timing performance in this situation, we have introduced the concept of “dynamic frequency transfer function” to describe its frequency-response property for a fixed signal light and pump light. Using the obtained “frequency transfer function,” we have given the analytical expressions for rms phase jitter and rms amplitude jitter of the extracted optical clock, in which we have taken the impacts of SBS gain, pump light linewidth, optical pulse chirp, and pump detuning into account. Finally, a detailed numerical investigation on the timing performance for the three active filters has been presented. Our results reveal the following.

1) In the case that no pump detuning occurs, both the rms phase jitter $\sigma_J$ and rms amplitude jitter $A_J$ decrease as SBS gain goes up. For various values of SBS gain, $\sigma_J$ remains very small but $\sigma_A$ can be very large when line-center gain is less than 20 dB; such an effect is more serious for two-pump active filters. When SBS gain is over 40 dB, $\sigma_A$ tends to be a constant which is uniquely dependent on SBS scattering linewidth and signal bit rate. $\sigma_J$ has a similar effect but requires a larger value of the gain.

2) The increase of pump-light linewidth definitely degrades both $\sigma_J$ and $\sigma_A$.

3) The introduction of the optical pulse chirp leads to an increase in $\sigma_J$ but the impact on $\sigma_A$ is very small.

4) Pump detuning is the main factor which degrades both $\sigma_J$ and $\sigma_A$ for the three active filters. Especially, in the case when pump lights are obtained directly from the signal, the inherent pump detuning imposes an upper bound (300 Gbs/s) on its operating speed.
Fig. 11. Influence of the signal bit rate on rms amplitude jitter and rms phase jitter of the extracted optical clock for the case that three pumps are generated directly from the incoming signal. In (a) and (c) we take \( f_s = 0 \). In (b) and (d), we take \( G_s = 30 \) dB (the solid, dashed, dot, and dashed-dot denote the case when \( f_s = 0, 1, 3, 5 \) MHz, respectively).

**APPENDIX**

**The Power Spectral Density of the Extracted Optical Clock**

From (27), \( R_{I,f}(t,\tau) \) can be expressed as

\[
R_{I,f}(t,\tau) = \sum_{k_1=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{k_2=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{k_3=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{k_4=-\infty}^{\infty} \langle d_{k_1}a_{k_2}d_{k_3}a_{k_4} \rangle \cdot M(t,\tau,k_1,k_2,k_3,k_4) \tag{51}
\]

where

\[
M(t,\tau,k_1,k_2,k_3,k_4) = y(t-k_2T_c)y^*(t-k_2T_c)y(t+\tau-k_3T_c)y^*(t+\tau-k_4T_c)
\]

and \( y(t) = u(t) \odot h(t) \). For convenience, we use \( \Lambda(t,\tau)_{k_1,k_2,k_3,k_4} \) to represent

\[
\sum_{k_1=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{k_2=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{k_3=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{k_4=-\infty}^{\infty} \Lambda(t,\tau)_{k_1,k_2,k_3,k_4}.
\]

Then \( R_{I,f}(t,\tau) \) can be expressed as

\[
R_{I,f}(t,\tau) = \frac{1}{16} \Lambda(t,\tau)_{k_1,k_2,k_3,k_4} + \frac{1}{8} \Lambda(t,\tau)_{k_1,k_2,k_3,k_4} + \frac{1}{4} \Lambda(t,\tau)_{k_1,k_2,k_3,k_4} + \frac{1}{2} \Lambda(t,\tau)_{k_1,k_2,k_3,k_4} \tag{52}
\]

Note that

\[
\Lambda(t,\tau)_{k_1,k_2,k_3,k_4} = \Lambda(t+\tau,-\tau)_{k_1,k_2,k_3,k_4}
\]

and

\[
\Lambda(t,\tau)_{k_1,k_2,k_3,k_4} = \Lambda^*(t,\tau)_{k_1,k_2,k_3,k_4}.
\]

Assuming \( \eta = f/f_c \) and using (48), the power spectral density
can be given as

\[ S_f(\eta f_c) = \frac{1}{f_c} \sum_{k_1=0}^{\infty} \sum_{k_2=0}^{\infty} \sum_{k_3=0}^{\infty} Y(k_2, k_3) Y(k_3, -k_1) \]

\[ + \sum_{k+2=\infty}^{\infty} \left( \Psi(-k_1) \prod_{j=2}^{1} Y(k_2, -k_1) + Y(k_2, k_1) \right) \]

\[ + \Psi(k_1) \prod_{j=2}^{1} (-k_1) \delta(\eta - k_1) \]

\[ + \frac{1}{f_3} \sum_{k_1=0}^{\infty} \sum_{k_2=0}^{\infty} \sum_{k_3=0}^{\infty} \{ Y(-k_2, \eta) Y(k_2, k_3) + Y(k_2, -k_3) Y(k_3, -\eta) + Y(-k_3, \eta) Y(k_3, k_2) \}

\[ + \frac{1}{f_3} \sum_{k_1=0}^{\infty} \left[ \Theta_2(\eta, k_1) + \Theta_1(-k_1, \eta) \right] - \frac{1}{f_3} \Psi^2(\eta) \]

where

\[ \Theta_1(\eta_1, \eta_2) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} Y(\eta_1, \eta) Y(\eta_2 - \eta, -\eta) d\eta \]

and

\[ \Theta_2(\eta_1, \eta_2) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} Y(\eta_1, \eta) Y(\eta_2 + \eta, -\eta) d\eta \]

Observing (53) carefully, we can find that the line spectral components in the second and third terms is small compared with the first term and the continuous spectral component in the final two terms is small compared with their previous four terms. Therefore, we can write \( S_f(\eta f_c) \) in an approximate form as in (49).
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